
Modish Cowl
by Stephen West

Cozy up with this quick chunky cowl, perfect for those chilly fall and winter days.  This cowl is knit back
 and forth in garter stitch with bold accents of contrasting color. Once the center rectangle is worked,

stitches are picked up along both sides, creating a multi-directional effect. This piece is
 worked back and forth and then sewn at the end, which means no purling!

Finished Measurements: 15″ / 38cm wide, 44″ /
112cm circumference. Measurements taken after
lightly blocking.

Yarn: Chunky weight
Color A: 220 yds / 201m
Color B: 150 yds / 137m

Shown in: Rowan Felted Tweed Chunky (50%
Merino Wool, 25% Alpaca, 25% Viscose; 55 yds /
50m per 50g ball)
Color A: 284 Blue Shadow
Color B: 283 Grey Pebble

Needles: 24″ US 11 / 8mm circular

Notions: Tapestry needle

Gauge: 10 sts and 12 rows = 4″ / 10cm in garter

Abbreviations
BO: bind off
CO: cast on
p: knit
RS: right side
sl: slip
st/s: stitch/es
WS: wrong side
wyif: with yarn in front
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INSTRUCTIONS
Using color A, CO 24 sts.

Row One: K23, sl1 wyif.

Mark last row (RS) with a split ring marker. Repeat
last row until there are 96 garter ridges on each side,
ending with a WS row. Insert different color
blocks/stripes by breaking existing strand of yarn after
a WS row and join a new color on the next RS row.
The sample cowl’s color sequence is below.

Color A: 56 rows, 28 garter ridges.
Color B: 16 rows, 8 garter ridges.
Color A: 56 rows, 28 garter ridges.
Color B: 4 rows, 2 garter ridges.
Color A: 56 rows, 28 garter ridges.

Once there are 192 rows (96 garter ridges on each
side), BO all sts on following RS row. Break color A.

Using color B and with RS facing, pick up and k96 sts
along the left selvedge edge of garter stitch rectangle
(starting at the corner adjacent to last BO st).

Next Row (WS): K95, sl1 wyif.

Repeat last row 22 more times. 12 garter ridges on
RS. BO all sts on following RS row. Break yarn and
pull through remaining st.

Using color B and with RS facing, pick up and k96 sts
along the right selvedge edge of garter stitch
rectangle (starting at the corner by the CO edge.

Next Row (WS): K95, sl1 wyif.

Repeat last row 2 more times ending with a WS row.
Using color A, repeat last row 12 more times. 6 color
A garter ridges. BO all sts on following RS row. Break
yarn and pull through remaining st.

FINISHING
Sew the rectangle together to create a circular cowl.
Weave in ends and lightly block if necessary.


